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INVITATIONS

CELLS: LIFE'S BUILDING BLOCKS

INTRODUCTION

All living things are made up of small individual
units called cells. A cell is the smallest unit that can
carry on all of the activities of life. Some organisms
consist of one cell, while others consist of billions of
cells. These cells are essential to continued life and
require many of the same necessities that the larger
organisms require. It is difficult to imagine that an
organism the size of a human being is comprised of
millions of billions of cells. It is also important to re-
alize that it does not matter whether the organism
consists of one cell, many cells, or billions of cells,
the basic functions required for survival are similar

for all organisms. For example, all organisms need
nourishment.

In a single-cell organism, all functions are carried
out by that one cell. In a multicellular organism, cells

begin to specialize and work together to carry out in-

dividual functions.
One of the primary concepts for students in

grades 3-5 suggested by the American Association
for the Advancement of Science requires micro-
scopes. Several of these lNV TATIONS have been

designed to include the use of microscopes. If micro-
scopes are unavailable in your classroom setting, try
borrowing some from the science teachers in your
school system. If you have a college or university in
your area, they may be willing to loan you some mi-

croscopes that they no longer use. It is important to
acquire as many microscopes as possible, so each
student will have easy access to the equipment. It is

not necessary to have high-powered microscopes, but

rather easy to use child-appropriate microscopes.
If microscopes are not easily accessible to you,

use whatever tools you have available for magnifica-

tion, such as magnification glasses, hug boxes, or
other magnification tools available through science
equipment supply companies.

By third grade, students should already under-
stand that instruments such as microscopes and mag-
nifiers assist people in seeing things that they cannot
see unaided. Students should already understand that

most living things require food, water, arid air to
survive.

Due to the nature of the interdependence of all
things, the INVITATIONS in this book address all of
the following concepts at some level. However,
some invitations highlight one or more of the con-
cepts. Those concepts will be identified by bold print
in the concept section of each INVITATION.

CONCEPTS

Some living things consist of a single cell.
Almost all organisms regardless of size and
complexity need food, water, air, a way to
dispose of waste, and an environment in
which they can survive.
Some organisms are made of similar cells
that benefit from cooperating.
Cells vary in appearance and function.
Microscopes help us see things we cannot
see with the naked eye.

SCIENCE JOURNAL

The students are encouraged to keep journals of
their observations. They are also encouraged to re-
flect on these observations as they begin to develop
their own understanding of cells. The students can
create their own format for their science journals, or
the teacher can suggest a format or use the reproduci-
ble pages throughout this book.

CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT

The activities in this INVITATION can be man-
aged in a variety of ways. However, students should
have many opportunities to work together in groups
of 3-4 students. By sharing and working together,
students will be able to value their fellow students
contributions, as %veil as begin to realize that the



process that they are engaged in is similar to the one
sckntists use in order to understand these concepts.

If it is possible in your classroom, identify one
arca, desk, or table, as "INVITATIONS to Cells:
Life's Building Blocks." In this center include books
from the resource list and extension activities.

Some aspects of these invitations are more ap-
propriate for the younger students, while other as-

pects are better for older students. Teachers should
feel free to adapt each activity for their particular
students.

SIZE OF THINGS

All sizes are approximate.

Hydrogen atom 0.1 nanometer

Diameter of DNA double helix 1 nanometer

Cell membrane 10 nanometers

Large virus 100 nanometers

Lysosomes 1 micrometer

Human milk-secreting cell 10 micrometer

Human egg 100 micrometers

Frog's egg 1 millimeter

Hen's egg 100 millimeters

Some nerve cells 1 meter
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VOCABULARY
The teacher is encouraged to help students develop their own unique sets of vocabulary words depending

on the students interest, experience, and ability. The folio

amoeba: a single cell protozoa which perpetually
changes its shape. It nourishes itself by enveloping
minute organisms and fragments of food.

cilia: tiny hairlike projections of cytoplasm

cell membrane: the cell part that gives the cell shape
and holds the cytoplasm

cell: smallest unit that can maintain life's processes

cell wall: firm covering that encloses and supports
most plant, fungal, bacterial, and some protist cells.

cellular respiration: the way in which living things
obtain energy from food molecules.

centriole: those parts of the cell that help with
reproduction

chloroplast: organelles of plants and protists that pro-
duce carbohydrates

chromosome: threadlike structures formed in the cell
during mitosis that contain DNA

colony: a group of similar cells that are attiched to
each other

cytoplasm: inner mwerial of the cell which contains
all the components for its life

diffusion: movement of molecules f'rom a region of
higher to lower concentration
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wing words are primarily for the teacher.

amiba: un protozoario de celula imica que
cambia perpetuamente su forma. Se alimenta
envolviendo organismos y framentos di-
minutos de alimento.

cilia: proyecciones de citoplasma minisculos

membrana de célula: la parte de la celula que
rodea el citoplasma y le da forma

célula: la unidad mas pequefia que puede man-
tenar procesos de vida

pared de célula: la cubierta firme que incluye
y sostiene la mayoria de células de planta, de
hongo, de bacteria, y de algunas células
protistas.

respiración celular la manera en que seres vi-
vos obtienen energia de moleculas de alimento.

centriole: aquellas partes de la célula que ayu-
dan a la reproduce iOn

cloroplasto: sistemos orgenicos de plantas y
de protistas que producen carbohidratos

cromosoma: estructuras filiformes fommdas
en la célula durante mitosis y que contienen
DNA

colonia: un grupo de células similares que
estan agregados unos a los otros

citoplasma: el material interior de la cOlula que
contiene todos los componentes para su vida

difusión: el movimiento de moleculas de una
region de mas concentración a una de menos
concentrac iOn



euglena: an oval shaped protozoa which swims by

means of a flagellum at the anterior end

eukaryote: organisms whose cells contain a

membrane-bound nucleus and membrane bound
organelles

flagella: whiplike structures found on some cells used

for locomotion

hydra: fresh water polyp having a single body open-

ing surrounded by tentacles

mitochondria: energy producing cell parts

motile: capable of locomotion

nuclear membrane: a thin layer of living material
that surrounds the nucleus

nucleolus: the part of the cell that produces ribosomes

nucleus: the cell part that controls most of the cell's
activities and which contains most of the DNA

organ: different tissues that are grouped together to
perform a function or which function as a unit

organelles: subcellular part that has a special cellular

function such as a ribosome

organism: any living thing

osmosis: the process by 18 hich water ir o through a
membrane from an area of low solute concentration to

an arca of high solute concentration.
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euglena: un protozoario ovalado que nada por
medio de un flagelo en el extremo anterior

eukaryote: los organismos cuyas celulas con-

tienen un !Video y sistemos orgánicos
rodeados por membranas

flagela: estructuras encomradas en algunas cé-

lulas y utilizadas para locomoción

hydra: un polipo de agua dulce que tiene so-
lamente una apertura rodeada por tenticulos

mitocondria: las partes de la célula que pro-
ducen energia

capaz de locomoción

membrana nuclear: una capa delgada de ma-

teria viviente que rodea el mIcleo

nucleolus: la parte de la célula que produce
ribosomas

nticleo: la parte de la célula que controla la
mayoria de las actividades de la célula y que
contiene la mayoria del DNA

órgano: unos tejidos que estan agrupados jun-
tos para cumplir una función o que funcionan
como una unidad

organeles: parte subcelular que tiene una fun-
ción especial tal como la de un ribosome

organismo: cualquicr se vivc,

osmosis: el proceso por medio del cual el agua

se mueve de un area de concentraciOn baja en
una sustancia disuelta a un area de concen-
trac iOn a l ta
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paramecium: complex, oval shaped, protozoa which
moves by means of hairlike cilia which also sweep
particles of food back toward the mouth pore

prokaryote: organism which lacks a true nucleus and
which reproduces by splitting

pseudopod: projection of the cell body which is used
for movement or feeding

ribosome: cytoplasmic body that produces proteins
for the cell and which contains RNA

sessile: an animal that lives attached to another object,
such as a sponge

tissue: a group of cells that have a similar structure
and similar activities

vacuole: cavity in a cell surrounded by a membrane
that serves as a storage area. It may function in diges-
tion, secretion or excretion.

paramecio: un protozoario complejo de forma
ovalada que se mueve por medio de cilia y que
tambien barre particulas de alimento hacia los
poros de la boca.

prokaryote: organismo al cual que le falta tm
axle° verdadero y que se reproduce por
division

seudópodo: una proyección del cuerpo de la
célula que es utilizado para movimiento o
alimentaciOn

ribosoma: una substancia citoplasmica que
produce proteinas para la célula y que contiene
RNA

sessile: un animal que vive pegado a otro ob-
jeto, por ejemplo la esponja.

tejido: un grupo de células que tienen una es-
tructura similar y actividades similares

vacuola: la cavidad en una célula rodeada por
una membrana que sirve como area de almace-
namiento. Puede funcionar en la digestiOn, se-
creción o excreción



INVITATION 1

BUILDING BLOCKS

(CONCEPTS

Some living things consist of a single cell.

Almost all organisms regardless of size and
complexity need food, water, air, a way to
dispose of waste, and an environment in
which they can survive.

Some organisms are made of similar cells
that benefit from cooperating.

Cells vary in appearance and function.

Microscopes help us see thin6s we cannot
see with the naked bye.

BACKGROUND

The basic structural unit of life is the cell. A cell
is the smallest unit that can carry on all of the activi-
ties of life. All living things are made up of cells. A
human body contains about 100 trillion cells. Cells
that perform similar functions tend to be similar in
size and shape. The range of cell size is enormous.
Some cells, like nerve cells, can be as long as a meter,
and still be MN isible to the naked eye. Solire cells,
like viruses, can be seen only through electron micro-
scopes. The yolk of a chicken egg or an ostrich egg is
only one cell. This invitation is designed as an intro-
duction to the concept of cells as building blocks.

MATERIALS

Cubes at least 1 inch on each side

Cubes about 1 centimeter on each side

Salt crystals

Chart page 8 or 9

PROCEDURE

I. Give each group of students as many of the larger
blocks as possible.

2. Tell students to make believe that one of the large
blocks represents an ant. Invite students to predict
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how many blocks it would take to make a worm,
if one block equaled an ant. Have students come
to consensus in thcir groups. When conserrus is
reached, have students make a worm. GrY ,ss do

not have to agree with each other, but me ers of
each group should be satisfied with the number
agreed upon by their group.

3. Continue process using worm, mouse, collie dog,
human, horse, elephant, and whale. It is not
necessary to use these particular organisms, as
long as each organism selected is larger than the
proceeding one. Eventually, it will become im-
possible to create the larger organisms with the
blocks because of space and supply issues.

4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 with centimeter cubes, but
this time have students make believe that an ant is
made of 10 blocks.

5. Repeat process using salt crystals. Tell the stu-
dents to make believe that an ant is made up of
100 salt crystals. Continue process as before. In-
stead of counting, students may suggest some
process for measuring; for example, using a 1/4
teaspoon of salt to represent 100 crystals.

6. Ask students to imagine a block smaller than salt
so small that they can't see it with the naked eye.

7. Invite student; to draw a picture of what they
think this block might look like through a
microscope.

8. Explain to students that all living things are made
up of blocks called cells,

EXTENSION ACTIVITIES

Write a story about a world where the building
blocks of all living things are the size of shoe
boxes.



BUILDING BLOCKS
Scientist

RGANISM PREDICTION
If ant = 1 large block

PREDICTION
If ant = 10 small
blocks

PREDICTION
If ant = 100 salt crystals

WORM

MOUSE

COLLIE DOG

I IUMAN

HORSE

FLEPIIANT

WHAIT,
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BLOQUES DE CONSTRUCCION

Cientifico

ORGANISMO PREDICCION
Si hormiga = 1 bloque

PREDICCION
Si hormiga = 10
bloques

PREDICCION
Si hormiga = 100 cristales
de sal

GI JSANO

RATON

PERRO COLLIE

LIUMANO

CABALLO

ELEFANTE

BALLENA
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INVITATION 2

MAGNIFIERS AND MICROSCOPES

CONCEPTS

Some living things consist of a single cell.

Almost all organisms regardless of size and
complexity need food, water, air, a way to
dispose of waste, and an environment in
which they can survive.

Some organisms are made of similar cells
that benefit from cooperating.

Cells vary in appearance mid function.

Microscopes help us see things we cannot
see with the naked eye.

BACKGROUND

All scientists use tools to help them make obser-
vations. Micro means small. Microscopes and magni-
fying glasses help biologists and other scientists see
things that cannot be seen by the naked eye. Micro-
scopes date from the 1600s. Jan and Zacharias Jans-
sen, two Dutch spectacle makers are credited with
developing the compoune, microscope. Galileo also
made a microscope through which he observed
insects.

A microscope usually has an eyepiece and one
or more lenses. Magnification is an important feature
of a microscope. The total magnification of a micro-
scope is determined by multiplying the magnification
of the eyepiece by the magnification of the other
lenses.

The light microscope is very important in the
study of biology. In a light microscope the light
passes through the object and then through twp or
more lenses.

Stereomicroscopes are used for observing large
objects that light cannot pass through.

Electron microscopes, first developed in the
early 1930s, use a beam of electrons instead of light
to magnify objects.

There are two basic kinds of electron micro-
scopes. Transmission electron microscopes produce
an image by passing a beam of electrons through the
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specimen. Scanning microscopes form an image by
scanning the surface of a specimen with a beam of
electrons.

MATERIALS

magnifying glasses, bug boxes, microscopes

petals of flowers, hair, mold, newspaper with col-
ored print, sugar and salt

cork

copies of page 11 or 12

PROCEDURE

I. Give each student a scrap of newspaper with col-
ored letters on it and a copy of page 11 or 12.
Have students draw what they see without any
magnification.

2. Repeat process using magnifying glasses, bug
boxes, and microscopes. Remind students that
they will be drawing only a portion of the whole.

3. Repeat steps 1-2 using flower petals, hair, sugar,
salt, and mold.

4. Have students suggest other items for observa-
tions. Encourage students to observe as many
items as possible and record observations. Repeat
process using their suggestions.

EXTENSION ACTIVITIES

Research what other types of tools biologists use
to help them make observations.

Research tools other scientists use.

Research the lives of: Anton van Leeuwenhoek,
Galileo, Jans and Zacharias Janssen, Robert
Hooke.

To see what Robert Hooke saw, slice a thin sec-
tion from a piece of cork and look at it under a
microscope.
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OBSERVATIONS

Specimen Biologist's Name

Date of Observation

Naked eye

'Fool used'?

Magnifying Glass

Tool used'?



Especimen
Fecha de Observación

OBSERVAC1ONES

Nombre del biologo

A Simple Vista

Instrumento Empleado
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Lente de Aumento

Instrumento Empleado



(CONCEPTS

INVITATION 3

PLANT AND ANIMAL CELLS

Some living things consist of a single cell.

Almost all organisms regardless of size and
complexity need food, water, air, a way to
dispose of waste, and an environment in
which they can survive.

Some organisms are made of similar cells
that benefit from cooperating.

Cells vary in appearance and function.

Microscopes help us see things we cannot
see with the naked eye.

BACKGROUND

Plants and animals are made up of many cells. A
cell is the smallest unit that carries on all the activities
of life. Most cells are surrounded by water. Water is

also present inside the cell. Water is integrally re-
sponsible for the shape of the cell membrane.

There are basically two kinds of cells: eukaryote
cells contain a nucleus, prokaryote cells do not. Fos-
sils show evidence of many prokaryote cells. The
only prokaryotes alive today, as far as is known, are

the bacteria.
In this INVITATION, the purpose is to have stu-

dents actually observe plant and animal cells through
a microscope, and to provide an opportunity for stu-

dents to see cells first hand. It is important for stu-
dents to begin to develop their own schema for the
differences between animal and plant cells. Some

students may believe a cell wall and a cell membrane

are the same. I lelp students distinguish between the

two. Cell membranes control what moves into and
out of the cell, but cell walls do not. Some cells of
tnngi and some one-celled organisms also have cell
walls.

Plant cells may contain chloroplasts in the cyto-
plasm. ( 'hloroplasts are the cell parts that contain
chli phyll, the green pigment that gives plants their
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color. Chlorophyll traps energy from the sun from
which plants make food.

The smallest single-celled animal has the same
needs and requirements to survive as the most com-
plex animal that walks this earth. Needs that are im-
portant for humans, such as breathing, obtaining
food, and successfully reproducing, are also impor-
tant to the single-celled organism. These functions
are carried out in organelles, tiny cell structures
which have a particular function.

MATERIAL

a variety of magnifying tools, microscopes, if

possible

slides of, or pieces of, onion membrane (found
between layers)

lettuce

elodea leaves

skin from insidi! cheek

pond water

copies of pages 15-18

science magazines that can be cut up

iodine

PROCEDURE

I. Brainstorm as a class, the similarities and differ-
ences betswen plants and animals using a Venn

diagram.

2. Using the membrane ot' an onion and different
tnagnifying tools, have students diagram what
they observe. Depending on the students, you
may want to make up the slides for them using
ink or other dye to help highlight the cell parts.
Older students, if careful, can make up their own
slides.

3. Repeat with lettuce and elodea leaves.

4. Repeat with sample of tissue taken from the in-
side of your cheek. I lave students diagram what

they observe.



5. Repeat with pond water.

6. In small groups, have students create Venn dia-
grams, page 17, showing differences and simi-
larities between the plant and animal cells.

7. After students have had ample opportunity to de-
velop their own sets of similarities and differ-
ences, tell students that most plants have cell
walls that help with structure and most plants
have chlorophyll which makes plants green and is
a way for the plants to get energy from the sun.

EXTENSION ACTIVITIES

Research the life stories of Robert Hooke, Lo-
re= Ohen, Matthias Schleiden, Theodor
Schwann, Lynn Margulis, Rita Levi-Montalcini,
Oscar Schotte.

Have students find pictures of cells in science
magazines and make a bulletin board display. In-
clude some of the student's drawings and
observations.

HOW TO PREPARE CHEEK CELI.-1

SLIDES

1. Put a drop of iodine solution on a slide.

2. Gently scrape inside of your cheek with a
toothpick.

3. Stir end of toothpick in the drop of solution
on the slide.

4. Too many cheek cells on the slide will
make it difficult to see single cells

5. Add a cover slip.

6. Look at slide under a microscope.

14
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SIMPLE DIAGRAMS OF A TYPICAL PLANT AND ANIMAL CELL
DIAGRAMAS SIMPLES DE UNA CELULA TiPICA DE PLANTA Y DE ANIMAL

PLANT CELL
CELULA DE PLANTA

ANIMAL CELL
CELULA DE ANIMAL
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INVITATION 4

IT'S ALL HERE

CONCEPTS

Some living things consist of a single cell.

Almost all organisms regardkss of size and
complexity need food, water, air, a way to dis-

pose of waste, and an environment in which

they can survive.

Some organisms are made of similar cells that

benefit from cooperating.

Cells vary in appearance and function.

Microscopes help us see things we cannot see

with the naked eye.

BACKGROUND

The major difference between a single-celled or-

ganism, such as paramecium, and us is that we are

made up of billions of cells, and paramecium only have

one. Even though this is a major difference, both must

carry out the same functions in order to survive. The
paramecium, like us, needs to eat, move, remove waste,

reproduce, and most of all, survive. For example, in a

paramecium the food is taken in by a cilia-lined gullet.

MATERIALS

A large chart similar to page 20 or 21 for the bulle-

tin board

Copies of page 20 or 21 for each student

Large version of the paramecium and its parts from

colored paper or felt as a demonstration model,

page 22; labels for each cell part, page 23

A set of paramecium parts and labels from stiff
laminated paper for each group of students. Colors

of student's sets should match demonstration model.

PROCEDURE

1. As a class, brainstorm what living things need in or-

der to stay alive. Waste removal and reproduction

may be sensitive issues, use your discretion about

how to handle these functions. Have students re-

cord the refined list in the first column of the chart

on page 20 or 21.

2. In groups of three or four, have students help each

other fill out columns two and three of the chart.

Share results with class. As students clarify and

agree on what part of the animal or plant is respon-

sible for each given function, record results on large

chart.

3. Explain to students that almost all organisms have

to be able to perform the functions listed in order to

stay alive, even if the organism is the size of one

cell.

4. Introduce the paramecium and its parts. Construct
and label it on the bulletin board. As you identify

and discuss the function of each part, have students

copy your process, filling in their chart as they go

along. NOTE: The students do not need to
memorize the names of the parts of the cell. They

only have to come to understand that almost all or-

ganisms regardless of size and complexity need

food, water, air, a way to dispose of waste, and an

environment in which they can survive.

5. Repeat step 4 using picture of euglena pages 23 and

24.

19

EXTENSION ACTIVITIES

Have students find pictures of animals or plants that
perform the necessary functions of life in an un-
usual way. In journals reflect on the advantages and

disadvantages to these particular adaptations.
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Paramecium Parts



Paramecium
nucleus

micronucleus
cell membrane
water vacuole

gullet

cilia waste
food mouth

Euglena
cell membrane

chloroplast
water vacuole

eyespot
long flagellum

nucleus
reservoir
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Euglena Parts
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Amoeba

cytoplasm

food vacuole

cell membrane nucleus

food vacuole

chloroplast

pseudopod

ectoplasm

endoplasm

plasma membrane

eyespot

Euglena
cytoplasm

reservoir

cell membrane

long flagellum

ParatneCitIM 25
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INVITATION 5

CREATE-A-CELL

CONCEPTS

Some living thinp consist of a single ceii.

Almost all organisms regardless of size and
complexity need food, water, air, a way to
dispose of waste, and an environment in
which they can survive.

Some organisms are made of similar cells
that benefit from cooperating.

Cells vary in appearance and function.

Microscopes help us see things we cannot
see with the naked eye.

NIMMIk -1111M11111111111IMCili,

BACKGROUND

NOTE: This invitation is best done atter Invita-
tion 4.

The smallest single-celled animal has the same
needs and requirements to survive as the most com-
plex animal on the earth. Needs that are important
for humans, such as breathing, obtaining food, and
successfully reproducing, are also important to the
single-celled creature. Remember organisms also
need an environment in which they can survive.

MATERIAL

Art supplies

PROCEDURE

I. As a class, review what living things need in order

to stay alive. Waste removal and reproduction
may be sensitive issues, use your discretion about

how to handle these functions.

2. Stress that all living things have the same require-
ments that have been listed. Invite students to
sketch an imaginary one-cell organism that is ca-
pable of performing all of the needed functions.

27

Have students create names for each part of the
cell.

3. In pairs have students check each other's sketches
to make sure all the functions necessary are
identified.

4. Invite students to make small (smaha than a
bread box) three-dimensional models of their sin-

gle cell organisms.

5. Group organisms by environments. For example,
gather all the organisms that need to live in fresh
water together in one part of the room. Have stu-
dents in that group create the appropriate environ-
ment and place their single-cell organism in it.
NOTE: You may want to assign environments
first so that there are an equal number of students

in each group.

6. Have each student name their single-cell

organism.

7. Have each group write a story about the single-
cell organisms represented in their group.

EXTENSION ACTIVITIES

Have students create a tape of sounds that en-
hances the environments in steps #5.

Collect stories and illustrations created in step #7.
Produce a bound book. Give a copy of the book
to the school library.

:l 9



INVITATION 6

ON THE MOVE

(CONCEPTS

Some living things consist of a single cell.

Almost all organisms regardless of size and
complexity need food, water, air, a way to dis-
pose of waste, and an environment in which
they can survive.

Some organisms are made of similar cells that
benefit from cooperating.

Cells vary in appearance and function.

Microscopes help us see things we cannot see
with the naked eye.

BACKGROUND

Most living things need to move around. If they
do not, survival is more difficult because they have to
wait for food to come to them. Plants, the largest
group of organisms, do not need to move because sun-

light, their energy source, is available.
Protists are mainly single celled organisms that

are capable of movoment. This movement is called
locomotion. These protists are called motile. Most
plants are not motile. Many animals are also not mo-
tile, for example, coral and barnacles. These animals
are stationary or sessile.

Being able to move offers the advantages of being
able to obtain food, find places to live, move away
from harmful conditions, escape from enemies, and
find mates.

Living things move in a variety of ways. In all
but the simplest organisms, organisms move by using
muscles and a skeleton. Among the motil forms of
protists, locomotioli is accomplished by pseudoixxls,
cilia, or flagella.

Pseudopods are temporary projections of the cell
surface. The organms move by a flowing of c)to-
pla.sm into the projections. /Amoebas move this way

Cilia are short hair-like organelles on the sur4],ce
of a cell with the capacity for movement. In

paramecia these cilia act like oars propelling them
through the water.

Flagella are similar to cilia only longer and are
limited to one or two The whiplike movr .ient of the
flagellum pull the organisms through the water.
Euglena have one flagellum.

MATERIALS

Pictures of organisms from magazines or copies of
pages 30 and 31 e.:ough so each student has sev-
eral different pictures

Microscope or other magnifying tools

Copies of page 32 for each student

Pictures of single-cell organisms from magazines
or copies of page 26

Pond water

28

PROCEDURE

1. Give a set of organism pictures to each group of 3
or 4 students. Have students list how these organ-
isms move from place to place and how their bod-
ies have developed to accomi.h._. 's function.

2. Give students a set of pictures of single-celled or-
ganisms that have the following organdies: flagel-
lum, cilia, and pseudopod. Discuss with students
how these organisms move from place to place
and how their bodies have developed to accom-
pli41 these functions.

3. Have students observe actual cells, either through a
microscope, video, or laser videodisk. If these re-
sources are unavailable, use pictures on page 26.

4. Have students develop a new form of cell locomo-
tion by observing things that they see everyday.
Discuss how these forms of locomotion are used
in industry. toys, and many objects used in daily
I i IC.

Invite students to write a story about this new crea-
ture and its form of' locomotion.



EXTENSION ACTIVITIES

Play Amoeba Follow The Leader.

Have students hold hands in groups of 5 or 6.
Tell students that each group is an amoeba, and they
are going to play follow the leader. You will have to
set some boundaries. Fer example, it is very difficult
to climb a tree as an amoeba. Give each group a turn
to go first.

ALTERNA11VE: Makc circles of rope about
three feet in diameter. Have student stand inside rope
circle holding rope with both hands. Play follow the
leader.

Create other one-cell organisms using groups of
students.

29 4
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INVITATION 7

PASSING THROUGH

(CONCEPTS

Some living things consist of a single cell.

Almost all organisms regardless of size and
complexity need food, water, air, a way to dis-
pose of waste, and an environment in which
they can survive.

Some organisms are made of similar cells that
benefit from cooperating.

Cells vary in appearance and function.

Microscopes help us see things we cannot see
with the naked eye.

PROCEDURE

BACKGROUND

The cell membrane is an important part of the
cell, comparable to our own skin. The purpose of the
membrane, which appears to be a solid sheet that en-
cases the cell, is to keep the outside out and the inside
in. This division is necessary to the survival of the
cell, but there also needs to be a means by which nu-
trients pass into the cell and wastes pass out of the
cell. Without this process called osmosis, the inside
of the cell would not be able to get the needed nutri-
ents to maintain life. The same is true in the human
body.

MATERIALS

Large beaker or jar

Zip-lock plastic sandwich bag

Starch solution (corn strarch/water)

Signs with FOOD on one side and WASTE on
the other

Iodine solution

Water

1. Partially fill a large clear colorless container with
water and a few drops of iodine. Record amount
of solution.

2. Make a starch solution from cornstarch and wa-
ter. Partially fill a plastic sandwich bag with the
starch solution. Record amount put in bag. Save
the rest for Step #8. Close top tightly. It is very
important that the bag does not leak. NOTE: Test
nag first. Rinse outside of bag with plain water
and dry bag.

3. Invite students to feel and inspect the bag until
they are convinced that the bag is not leaking.

4 Gently lower bag into iodine water. Do not sub-
merge the top of the bag in the iodine water.
This eliminates the possibility of leaking. You
may have to tie the bag to a stick.

5. Invite students to predict what might happen in a
day, two days, a week.

6. Have students record observations for a few days.

7. At the end of the observation period, have stu-
dents hypothesize about what happened. Why
did the starch change color?

8. Show students the remaining starch solution.
Place a few drops of iodine in the solution. Have
students record observations of what happened.

9. Invite students to refine their hypothesis.

10. NOTE: Do this part in a large area. Tell students
that they are to imagine magnifying the plastic
bag and water solutions. Have some students
stand in a circle, holding hands, far enough apart
so one student can pass through under the arms,
but close enough together so that a large number
of students won't fit. They are the plastic bag.
Have a few students outside the circle. They are
iodine. Have about five students on the inside
holding hands as wide as they can make their cir-
cle so they can not easily get out of the circle.
fhey are starch. Try to arrange the students so
that it is easy for the students outside the circle to
move easily to the inside of the circle and

33
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difficult for the group of students in the inside
circle to move outside the big circle. After a
while, explain to the students that there are
spaces in the p1astk bag late enoilgl for water
to pass through with the iodine, but too small for
the water and the starch to pass through.

11. Repeat process, but this time have students hold
food-waste sigr. Have some students on the in-
side and some on the outside of the circle. Tell
the students who were the plastic bag that they
are now the cell membrane. They can only allow
food into the circle and waste out of the circle.
This is not so much a game as a simulation of the
process of the cell membranes regulating the in-
take of food and the expulsion of waste. Stu-
dents with signs can only move into the circle
when they have the food sign showing. Students
can only move out of the circle when they have
the waste sign showing. The circle representing
the cell membrane can move to capture food or
eliminate waste.

12. Have students record their feelings and observa-
tions in their journals.

EXTENSION ACTIVITIES

Invite students to design a board game that will
help other students understand some of the con-
cepts they have learned about cells.

34



INVITATION 8

A DAY IN THE LIFE OF CHRIS C. CELL

(CONCEPTS

Some living things consist of a single cell.

All organisms regardless of size and com-
plexity need food, water, air, a way to dis-
pose of waste, and an environment in
which they can survive.

Some organisms are made of similar cells
that benefit from cooperating.

Cells vary in appearance and function.

Microscopes help us see things we cannot
see with the naked eye.

BACKGROUND

It is not necessary for the students to memorize
the names of the cell parts. Use your discretion as to
how many parts are to be included in the play. Older
more mature students may be able to do all the parts.
Younger more immature students may only be able
to do four or five.

The cell membrane goes around the cell and
gives the cell shape. It also controls what moves into
and out of the cell. It is not a cell wall.

The nucleus controls most of the cell's activities.
The nuclear membrane surrounds the nucleus

and allows materials to flow into and out of the
nucleus.

A nucleolus helps make ribosomes and is located
inside of the nucleus.

Chromosomes are structures in the nucleus that
have the information that determines what traits a liv-
ing thing will have. Chromosomes are only visible
during cell division.

Cytoplasm is a clear, jellylike substance that is
between the cell membrane and the nucleus. Cyto-
plasm is mostly water.

There is a network of canals in the cytoplasm
that help move material around inside the cell.

Lysosomes art found within the cytoplasm.
They contain digestive enzymes that help break down
large molecules.

Ribosomes are the parts of the cell where pro-
teins are made.

Another part of the cell found in the cytoplasm is
the structure that packages and stores chemicals.

Also in the cytoplasm are rod-shaped objects
called mitochondria. Mitochondria produce energy
from food.

The digestive chemicals are contained in small
sacs. These chemicals get rid of disease-causing bac-
teria, destroy worn-out cell parts, and form products
that can be used again.

Vacuoles are spaces that store food, water, and
minerals. They also hold the waste until the cell is
ready to dispose of it.

Pairs of centrioles are responsible for cell

reproduction.

MATERIALS

Art supplies

Costume parts

PROCEDURE

The purpose of the Invitation is to write a play
entitled "A Day in the Life of Chris C. Cell." Re-
mind students that the play they are to create will be
an animal cell, so there will be no cell wall or chloro-
plasts. NOTE: If creating a play is too difficult for
your students, you may want to have them do "skits."

I . Group students according to the number of cell
parts you think is appropriate for your class.
(4-13)

2. Have each group of students select one cell part
that they want to research and be in the play.

3. When the research is completed, have students
write a play about "A Day in the Life of Chris C.
Cell."

35
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4. If your students have not studied the genre of
plays, help them by showing how other plays are
written. For example, be sure to have them in-
clude stage directions, setting, acts, scenes. You
may want to limit the number of acts and scenes.

5. For example, the nucleus controls the cell, so its
personality would be very bossy and always giv-
ing directions, the food vacuoles wouId only care
about getting food and when it is time to eat, etc.
Try to make the scenes as real as plausible, but
funny also.

6. Produce plays including costuming, scenery, etc.

7. Perform plays.

EXTENSION ACTIVITIES

Write the plays on computers with the help of a
word-processing package. Bind and give to the
school library.

Invite other classes or parents to the performance.

36



INVITATION 9

LIVING IN THE COLONIES

(CONCEPTS

Some living things consist of a single cell.

Almost all organisms regardless of size and
complexity need food, water, air, a way to
dispose of waste, and an environment in
which they can survive.

Some organisms are made of similar cells
that benefit from cooperating.

Cells vary in appearance and function.

Microscopes help us see things we cannot
see with the naked eye.

BACKGROUND

As organisms become more complex, their struc-
tures are organized in more complex ways. Colonial
organisms are single-celled organisms that have gath-
ered together in colonies. The cells in colonial organ-
isms are not related in many ways.

Sponges are a good example of colony living.
When the cells come together some specialize by be-
coming the outer layer and forming a protection for
the colony, while those on the inside constantly move
water through the cell in order to keep the food sup-
ply available. However, each cell can live independ-
ently if it has to, unlike a muscle cell in more
complex organisms that cannot survive on its own.

MATERIALS

A copy of page 38 for each student

Arts and crafts supplies

Live sponges (optional)

PROCEDURE

1. Have each student color in the parts of the cell on
page 38 and construct the cell. Remind students
that this is only a rigid model of a cell.

2. Explain to the students that some cells live to-
gether, but only cooperate for some activities,
very much like people living in an apartment
house. The people living in each apartment do all
of the functions necessary for life.

3. After students have constructed their cells, build
an "apartment house" of the cells. Glue them to-
gether. They do not need to be blocked in any
regular way.

4. If you have access to real sponges, show students
the sponge and explain that the sponge is really
hundreds of cells living together.

5. If you have access to "live" sponges, push the
sponge through a fine sieve into a container of
water.

6. Observe what happens. NOTE: The individual
pieces of sponge will eventually come back to-
gether to form a colony.

EXTENSION ACTIVITIES

It is also possible to demonstrate this concept us-
ing gelatin in ziplock bags. Have students suggest
food items that they can use to simulate parts of
the cell. For example, slices of banana for the nu-
cleus, raisins for waste, shredded carrots for ribo-
somes. Put gelatin and simulated parts in plastic
bags. Find a creative way to arrange the gelatin
cells when gelatin has jelled. The students may
want to eat the cells after the demonstration.
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INVITATION I 0

WHAT DOES WHAT?

CONCEPTS

Some living things consist of a single cell.

Almost all organisms regardless ofsize and
complexity need food, water, air, a way to
dispose of waste, and an environment in

which they can survive.

Some organisms are made of similar cells

that benefit from cooperating.

Cells vary in appearance and function.

Microscopes help us see things we cannot
see with the naked eye.

BACKGROUND

Multicellular organisms are different from colo-

nial organisms in that the cells begin to specialize.

Different kinds of cells perform different functions.

Tissue, such as muscle, nerve, and bone, is a

group of eells that are alike in stnicture and activity.

Muscle tissue, for example, specializes in motion.

In the human body for example, there are four

different kinds of tissues.
Epithelial tissue is made up of flat sheets of

tightly connected cells. Skin is an example of epithe-

lial tissue.
Muscle tissue is responsible for the movement in

a body including moving blood and food. Muscle tis-

sue cells contract and lengthen.
Nerve cells are able to generate electrical im-

pulses to other cells. Some nerve ce!is are meters

long.
Connective tissue includes tendons, bones, carti-

lag and blood. Most connective tissue consists of

fluid and fibers.
An organ is made up of several tissues working

as a unit. A heart, brain, or tree trunk are organs that

are made up of a variety of tissues.

39

MATERIALS

Arts and crafts supplies

PROCEDURE

1. Assign students to one of the four basic kinds of
tissue: epithelial, muscle, nerve, connective.

2. Group students according to the tissue they have

been given. Have students research what the tis-

sue looks like and the function that this tissue

performs.

3. As a group, create three dimensional cells. En-

courage students to simulate what actual cells of

their tissue type look like.

4. Glue similar cells together to form tissue.

5. Create organs by gluing the tissues together.

EXTENSION ACTIVITIES

Turn the classroom into the inside of a human

body using models of tissue created by students.

Invite students from another class to "Go on an

Adventure in the Human Body."
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